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Media Coverage Summary 19 - 25 November 2016
Press releases
World Economic Forum appointment for UWE Bristol robotics professor
Pertinax Pharma moves to Future Space at UWE Bristol
UWE researchers win Wellcome Trust and National Eye Research Centre funding to study
hereditary blindness
UWE Bristol awards honorary degree to Philippa Lowthorpe
Police worried they lack powers to probe phone involvement in crashes – new study
BRL Director speaks at CBI Annual Conference
UWE Bristol awards honorary degree to Jacqueline Clarke

Coverage

The Telegraph
Under-reporting of mobile-phones related car accidents a ‘massive problem’
The Times
Police ‘let off’ drivers using mobile phones
Daily Mail
Too many mobile crash drivers to investigate, say experts: Lack of resources mean many
motorists are walking free
Guardian
Universities wise-up to the needs of staff with disabilities
EdTechnology
Blended Learning at its best
EdQuarter
UWE Bristol launches mobile energy and carbon visualiser
Creative Boom
Zara Picken’s visually striking illustrations that take a minimalist yet retro approach
Phys-Org
Book unveils findings of study examining role of social class in HE
Bristol Post
Robotics entrepreneur unveils spider creation set to take gaming world by storm
South West Business
'Never think about us as posh people' Harrods MD tells UWE crowd

Broadcast
The UWE Bristol ReVoice Choir were featured on a trailer for The One Show this week.
Professor Richard Coates was interviewed this week for a being made by China Central
TV for a programme to be broadcast on CCTV Mandarin Channel about the surname
research.
Monthly published coverage totals for October 2016
Total articles published during October - 343
Total circulation – 67,610,236
Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) – £798,518
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